Starting from an integral formula in harmonic analysis, we derive some representation formulas for (1 − |B(z)| 2 )/(1 − |z| 2 ) in terms of the zeros of the underlying interpolating Blaschke product B. We use our formula to show that for every interpolating Blaschke product B there exists another interpolating Blaschke product C, with zeros distinct from those of B, such that C is orthogonal to B in H 2 .
Introduction
Studying the growth of bounded analytic functions defined on the unit disk provides interesting results about these functions. We are particularly concerned with results about the modulus of inner functions; that is, bounded analytic functions having radial limits of modulus one almost everywhere. Every inner function φ can be factored so that
e iθ + z e iθ − z dµ (θ) where |λ| = 1,
and µ is a finite positive Borel measure on [0, 2π[ singular with respect to Lebesgue measure. Thus every inner function can be written as the product of two inner functions, one containing all the information about the zeros of the function and one factor having no zeros in the disk. In this paper, we focus on the factor containing all the information about the zeros of the function; that is, the Blaschke products.
Our work follows the work of Ahern [1] and Ahern and Clark [3] by focusing attention on computations involving the quantity
2π .
This quantity was useful in the study of the behavior of the derivative of an inner function [4] , the growth rate of singular inner functions [1] , the distribution values of inner functions [2] , and the growth of the Taylor coefficients of infinite Blaschke products (see [1] and [5] ). In this paper, inspired by the work of Ahern, Clark, and A. B. Aleksandrov [6] , we find other expressions for
where B is a Blaschke product. Also, we study the quantity
It is well known that this expression plays a fundamental role in the study of the boundary behavior of holomorphic self-maps of the disk. Because
yields information about angular derivatives as well as Denjoy-Wolff theory (see [10] ). As applications of our formulas, we show how to obtain two interpolating Blaschke products with distinct zero sets that are orthogonal in H 2 . In addition, we are able to apply our results to obtain a combinatorial identity. We hope that our computations will prove their usefulness in the future.
We dedicate this paper to the memory of our colleague and friend Gerald Schmieder, who passed away much too early in 2005.
An integral formula
If f is in the Hardy space H 2 = { ∞ n=0 a n z n : ∞ n=0 |a n | 2 < ∞}, then f(re it ) denotes the usual value of the function f at z = re it and f(z) = ( f * ) r (e it ), where f * (e iθ ) = lim s→1 f(se iθ ) is the boundary function associated with f . In what follows, we will denote the boundary function of f by f as well.
The following formula is the starting point for our representation formulas in the next section. Normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T will be denoted by σ. 
Thus, if p N is the trigonometric polynomial
Representation formulas for Blaschke products
Recall that a Blaschke product B is of the form
with a j = 0 and
Within the class of Blaschke products is a set of functions with zeros that are separated in a certain sense. This important class of functions is the set of interpolating Blaschke products. An interpolating Blaschke product B is a Blaschke product B with zero sequence (a n ) satisfying the condition
It will be necessary to delete a single zero of our Blaschke product. Thus, we let
Using Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following proposition. 
Let f ∈ H ∞ and let B be an interpolating
Blaschke product with zeros a n and
f r 2 a n a n B (a n ) .
In particular
The scalar product of f with B can be represented in the following way:
f(a n ) a n B (a n ) .
Proof: We begin with the proof of Proposition 3.1.1. Taking f = g = u in Theorem 2.1 and noticing that since u is inner u(e it ) = 1/ u(e it ), we get the formula 
Fix N and let n ≤ N. Then
Thus the series
|a n | a n a n −z 1−a n z . Hence 1 − |a n | 2 B (a n ) = − |a n | a n B n (a n ).
Since the convergence of (b n ) r to B r is uniform in r, we see that
proving (3.1).
Assertion Proposition 3.1.3. follows by passing to the limit r → 1 and using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
It seems surprising that 2π 0 u r 2 e it u e it dσ should be positive and increasing for 0 < r < 1, since u(r 2 e it )/u(e it ) is not necessarily even real.
The next corollary gives information about the mean modulus of an interpolating Blaschke product in terms of its zeros and the radius r.
Corollary 3.2 If B is an interpolating
Blaschke product with zero sequence (a n ), a n = 0, then
r 2 a n B n (a n ) .
A few comments are in order. Note that if B is an interpolating Blaschke product with B(0) = 0 and we set r = 0, we may conclude that
where the first equality follows from Corollary 3.2 and the second follows from the previous proposition. Next, it is reasonable to wonder whether the convergence above holds for a general Blaschke product; that is, if B is not an interpolating Blaschke product but a Blaschke product with simple zeros, does the series
a n B n (a n ) converge absolutely? In general, this is not the case. An example is presented below.
It is also natural to wonder what happens to our formulas if one zero is 0. If B = z N D, where D(0) = 0, and D is an interpolating Blaschke product, then
where B (N) is the N-th derivative of B. Applying our results to certain finite Blaschke products, we obtain a combinatorial identity. We claim that the identity below will follow from our formulas and a judicious choice of zeros for our Blaschke product. 
Corollary 3.4 The following identity holds:
Since the missing summand for k = 0 is exactly −(n + 1) 2 , we see that (3.5) holds.
Finally we mention that in the special case that our Blaschke product B is a finite Blaschke product with positive zeros our formula (3.4) is related to Milne's identity (see e.g. [7] ):
where y j , t j > 0; this can be seen by letting y j = a 2 j and t j = a −1 j . We now derive other formulas from (3.4). In case B is an interpolating Blaschke product we obtain a formula very similar to one used by Ahern [1, p. 330 ]. Ahern used this formula to connect the growth of 1 − |B(re iθ )| 2 to the behavior of the Taylor coefficients of B for an arbitrary Blaschke product B. We will return to a comparison of Ahern's formula and our formula following the proof of the theorem below. 
Theorem 3.5 Let B be an interpolating Blaschke product with zeros (a n ). Then for every
Thus, by (3.4) (and the convention that a n |a n | = −1 if a n = 0) we get
.
which completes the proof of the theorem.
We note that if we let ρ(z, a) = a−z 1−a z denote pseudohyperbolic distance between two points a and z in D, then (as is well known)
Recalling that (1 − |a n | 2 )B (a n ) = − |a n | a n B n (a n ), Theorem 3.5 implies that
|a n | a n 1 |1 − a n z| 2 and
Let us now compare the representation (3.7) above with the aforementioned formula of Ahern [1, p. 330] , which is stated as follows:
For a sketch of a proof, Ahern refers to his joint paper with Clark [3, p. 191] . Usually this formula is proved using two facts: the result that
is an orthonormal basis for A := H 2 B H 2 , the orthogonal complement to B H 2 , and the fact that the function k w (z) := 1−B(w)B(z) 1−wz is the reproducing kernel for A and therefore can be written as ∞ n=1 e n (w)e n (z). Thus, the two very similar formulas are obtained in two very different ways.
We conclude this section by noting that if we write
On the other hand, by (3.7)
B n (a n ) can be as big as 1/δ.
Formulas involving the derivative
In this section we show how a result of Aleksandrov can be used to obtain formulas involving the derivative of Blaschke products. |a n | a n a n −z 1−a n z . Suppose that B(0) = 0 and that
it is clear that Aleksandrov's formula applies to interpolating Blaschke products. Now suppose that B(0) > 0. Taking derivatives in (4.1) we get
On the other hand, by taking logarithmic derivatives we obtain
|a n | a n a n −z 1−a n z (1 − a n z)(a n − z)
If we let z = a j for some j, then equation (4.2) implies
1 − a n a j
Rephrasing this using derivatives and the fact that (1 − |a n | 2 )B (a n ) = − |a n | a n B n (a n ), we get
Taking conjugates we obtain This formula is also curious in the sense that a clearly positive quantity is shown to be equal to a quantity for which it is not at all clear at the outset that it should be positive.
An application: Orthogonal interpolating Blaschke products
As an application of formula (3.2) we show how to obtain orthogonal interpolating Blaschke products with disjoint zero sets. Proof: Let (a n ) be the the zero sequence of B. To find the desired Blaschke product C it suffices, by (3.2), to find an interpolating Blaschke product C such that n C(a n ) a n B (a n ) = − C(0) B(0) (5.1)
and C(a n ) = 0 for any n. But this is a simple interpolation problem: according to Earle's interpolation theorem [8] , (see also [9, p. 308] ), there exists a constant M and an interpolating Blaschke product C such that MC(a n ) = a n 1 − |a n | 2 B (a n ) and MC(0) = −B(0)
Then C, B = n C(a n ) a n B (a n )
as desired.
